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Chance to stop war, albeit small
Putin threatens nuclear strikes
Putin threatens nuclear strikes over
‘aggressive statements’ by NATO leaders.

Protesters around the world planning rallies
in support of Ukraine.

UN Security Council to meet in emergency
session over Moscow's invasion of Ukraine.

Australia will contribute to the armament of
Ukraine.

Appeal to foreign citizens to help Ukraine in
fighting against Russia’s aggression.

Romania has decided to send ammunition
and military equipment to Ukraine, and has
expressed readiness to receive the wounded
from.

Zelensky on Prypiat talks: Chance to stop
war, albeit small.

Russian occupation forces
killed 352 civilians,
including 14 children

The girl was called Polina. She
lived in Kyiv, it was her 4th year
at school №24, and she was
dispassionately killed by
Russian saboteurs yesterday.

Russia’s initial plans to take over Ukraine fail, but
it’s not over yet
Ukrainian children call on Putin to end war

The West and Russian gas: what you need
to know.
Russia delenda est! Russia’s initial plans to
take over Ukraine fail, but it’s not over yet.
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Russian occupiers have reduced the pace of the offensive
The loss of enemy personnel amounted to about 4,500 people
Feb.28. 7:30 AM The russian occupiers have
reduced the pace of the offensive, but are
still trying to develop success in some areas
in the offensive against Ukraine.
As of 18:00 Feb.26, the loss of enemy
personnel amounted to about 4,500
people. Destroyed and damaged aircraft –
27 units, helicopters – 26 units, tanks –
about 150, AFVs – more than 700 units,
guns – about 50, one anti-aircraft missile
complex BUK, four MLRS BM-21 Grad, 60
fuel tanks, 2 UAVs of tactical level, ships,
boats – 2 units.
Ukrainian oil depot explodes amid battle
for air base south of Kyiv.
Legendary Mriya aircraft ruined in a Russian
attack near Kyiv (Ukr). Russia has
destroyed the "Dream", but they will never
destroy the dream of a free Ukraine, Kulebа.
Lukashenko confirms missile strikes on
Ukraine from Belarus territory.

Russian ships have captured two Ukrainian
ships with civilian crews.
18:47 Enemy vehicles enter Berdiansk,
shooting underway.
Volnovakha town on verge of humanitarian
catastrophe.
Russian troops fire on Chernihiv city center,
damaging dentistries and houses.
Hostomel - Irpin – Bucha direction: Active
hostilities, shelling underway, households
on fire.
Two enemy helicopters shot down in
northern Kyiv.
Video with Bayraktar drone destroying
enemy column in Kherson region.
Ukrainian doctors unable to save 16
children suffered from Russian aggression.
Enemy tanks shell bus with civilians in Sumy
region and do not allow an ambulance to
provide medical aid.

Reports suggest Belarus prepares to send
its troops to Ukraine, joining Putin in war.
FM Kuleba: Lukashenko assures Zelensky
that Belarusian military won’t be used
against Ukraine.
Ukrainian military destroy Kadyrov forces
unit near Hostomel.

Ukraine launches hotline,
site for families of Russian
killed & captured soldiers
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Russians did not know
that “February” in
Ukrainian is “ferocious”
(video)

